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IaaS (?)
• Infrastructure as a Service over the Cloud
• Amazon WS was the service favored by early 
adopters.
• As a consequence, the API stuck 
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Private Clouds
• Organizations (such as GRNET) find 
themselves with iron that is under-utilized. For 
example:
• Particular requirements for applications that have 
relatively light load require the  acquisition of 
separate machines.
• To accommodate periodic heavy load, 
organizations have to over provision. 
• The solution: infrastructure elasticity
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Private Clouds (2)
• To achieve elasticity, private clouds provide a 
tempting compromise between business as 
usual and moving to the Cloud (other 
constraints could also apply).
• Moving existing infrastructure to a Cloud 
paradigm could also have further benefits 
(e.g. standardization and smaller support 
costs)
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Eucalyptus
• A project that duplicates the functionality 
perceived by a user of AWS using open source 
tools.
• Dictionary for AWS users:
• EC2 – Cloud/Cluster/Node Controller
• S3 – Walrus
• EBS – Storage Controller
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Eucalyptus Architecture
• Node Controller: Responsible for 
communication between hypervisors and 
higher level controllers.
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Eucalyptus Architecture (2)
• Cluster Controller: Manages the allocation of 
computational resources and the VM network 
groups and access.
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Eucalyptus Architecture (3)
• Cloud Controller: Infrastructure frontend
• Walrus: S3 – like central repository for “fixed” 
data (e.g. VM images)
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Eucalyptus Architecture (4)
• Storage Controller: Manages and provisions 
storage resources for VMs (volumes and 
snapshots). Usually collocated with CC. 
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Eucalyptus Architecture (5)
• For those interested:
• http://open.eucalyptus.com/wiki/presentations
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YPEPTH test cloud
• Installation supported by GRNET (hardware 
side) and CSLab (software/application side).
• Test rack of 32 servers – storage resources are 
in the process of being integrated.
• Still in pre-production status due to several 
bugs and shortcomings, but in fully usable 
state from a user perspective.
• Come to the workshop at 3pm 
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Lessons from a test cloud
• Most configured infrastructures cannot 
support Eucalyptus “out-of-the-box”. 
Transition requires re-evaluating some of the 
rules in a datacenter – especially networking 
policies.
• Staging is the only way to go – transitions 
don’t happen overnight.
• Users are the key to adoption. Training must 
go hand in hand with responsibility.
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Questions
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